
Employee guide to
healthy working from home

as a hybrid worker
You’re a hybrid worker if you spend part of your time working remotely and part of your time 
working at the office. Make the most of hybrid working from home with this guide: we’ll help 

you protect your health and maximise your comfort and productivity.
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Potential benefits of homeworking

On average, lockdown homeworkers saved 
£44.78 a week by cutting out things like 

commuting and buying lunch out. 1 
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Potential drawbacks of homeworking

Getting into the perfect concentration zone at home depends  
on a combination of factors, including:

Your healthYour mood How well you’ve  
been sleeping

If you’ve eaten 
nutritious food

How comfortable 
your environment is

If you’ve done 
enough exercise

Who and what  
is around to  
distract you

The nature of  
your work

While all of these factors are variable and tend to shift on a daily basis,  
some of them can be controlled - especially your workspace itself.

Set up guidance 

Ergonomic set up

One survey1 found that 55% of office 
workers noticed an increase in back pain 
within 2 weeks of working from home 
during the 2020 lockdown. This is why it’s 
so important to prepare with:

• A suitably quiet, spacious place to work
• A suitable workstation (desk, ergonomic 

chair, monitor arms/laptop stand, 
mouse and keyboard)

The following steps help prevent 
discomfort: 

• Adjust your chair so your elbows are 
keyboard height, forearms are level and 
back is supported.

• Top of screen about eye level.
• Keyboard and mouse close so your 

arms are relaxed by your body.
• Make sure you move regularly whilst 

working, look away from your screen at 
least every 20 minutes and try to get up 
at least every hour.
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Match your task to your device

Activity
When you switch to working from home, incidental activity (those steps you barely notice  

when you walk to your car, up the office stairs, or to the toilets) can easily diminish.  
Here are some of the dangers of inactivity while homeworking, and the best way to avoid it.

What keeps us moving at the office?

Steps getting there 
and back

Climbing stairs Getting to meetings/seeing 
and talking to colleagues

Walking to fetch 
refreshments

Using the loos Going out for lunch

Inactivity traps at home include:

Not needing to commute No-one to remind you to 
get up frequently

Less distance to travel 
for refreshments

Lure of the sofa and TV 
on lunch breaks

In comfy clothes - less 
likely to leave the house

Ideas to ramp up your 
work from home activity levels

Wear a fitness tracker 
to count steps

Set an alarm for every 
hour to get moving

Set daily targets - like  
10,000 steps a day

Start every day with 
a walk or exercise 

routine

Dance, do jumping 
jacks or run on the spot

 Stretch regularly Walk more, use  
the car less

Use a skipping rope 

Do some exercises 
while waiting for the 

kettle to boil 

 Use a headset  
and take calls while 

pacing around 

Head out for a walk, 
cycle ride or jog on 
your lunch break

Be strict about taking 
regular breaks

Stress Management

Admit it
If you’re feeling under too 
much pressure at work 
don’t just ignore your 

feelings and plough on.

Talk about it
Help takes many forms 
- the solution might be 
simpler than you think.

Slow down
Focus on what you’re 
doing now. You can’t 

meet deadlines by 
panicking about them.

Identify the causes
Take some time out to 

think about the source of 
your stress.

Preventative & coping strategies

Exercise Take a breather Book some holidayKeep your hobbies up Be nice to yourself

Things can start to feel very lonely when you’re stressed. You might feel like you’re the
only one holding things up and that if you break, everything will crumble. Remember

that you’re not really alone. Help is out there - you only need to ask for it.

To find out how we can help with your transition to hybrid working, 
head to www.posturite.co.uk/contact-us or visit our website posturite.co.uk

1https://www.finder.com/uk/working-from-home-statistics

What’s next?

Research Links
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